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Details of Visit:

Author: charlieton
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 29 Jul 2015 17:30
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 80
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07478437956

The Premises:

Perfectly normal, pleasant and well appointed house. Not sure if her permanent residence. Had
lovely shower.

The Lady:

A very pleasantly attractive lady. Had different hair style from current pic but a face that looks young
and appealing and Maddison is friendly and chatty when wanted. Her given age seemed entirely
accurate when she referred to past events in conversation..

The Story:

I really enjoyed this visit. It was so much like a civvy encounter as the money was sorted in a
moment and from then on we could have met at a wet bus stop and she invited me to her house
with an unspoken understanding we were going to bed together.

Maddison is very at ease with her sexuality and the session flowed very naturally with little teases
and tweaks as well as plentiful appreciation of each other's actions.

Loved it, loved it, loved it.

I first got a sensuous massage that melded into mutual embraces, warm kisses and fondlings. I
think it was OW but it felt so good I am not fully certain.

Sex occurred in various positions with lots of appreciative comments or noises from both of us and
again it all just felt so genuine with a really lovely and sexual lady.

There seemed no clock watching at all but I kept an eye on it so as not to take advantage by
keeping our easy chat going overlong.

I am really looking forward to another visit with a lady who in just a short time has become someone
I feel totally at home with standing chatting in the hall or making love with in her bed. Brilliant time.
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